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Abstract
A sampled object representation (SOR) defines a graphical model using data obtained from a sampling process,
which takes a collection of samples at discrete positions in space in order to capture certain geometrical and physical
properties of one or more objects of interest. Examples of SORs include images, videos, volume datasets and point
datasets. Unlike many commonly used data representations in computer graphics, SORs lack in geometrical,
topological and semantic information, which is much needed for controlling deformation and animation. Hence it
poses a significant scientific and technical challenge to develop deformation and animation methods that operate
upon SORs. Such methods can enable computer graphics and computer animation to benefit enormously from the
advances of digital imaging technology.
In this state of the art report, we survey a wide range of techniques that have been developed for manipulating,
deforming and animating SORs. We consider a collection of elementary operations for manipulating SORs, which
can serve as building blocks of deformation and animation techniques. We examine a collection of techniques that
are designed to transform the geometry shape of deformable objects in sampled representations and pay particular
attention to their deployment in surgical simulation. We review a collection of techniques for animating digital
characters in SORs, focusing on recent developments in volume animation.
Keywords: sampled object representations, volume datasets, point clouds, images, manipulation, deformation,
animation, volume visualization, surgical simulation
ACM CCS: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques - Graphics data structures and data types, Interaction techniques; I.3.7 [Computer
Graphics]: 3D Graphics and Realism - Animation

1. Introduction
With technical advances and cost reduction, digital imaging
technology is rapidly becoming one of the most effective
ways of collecting data and information. In computer graphics, many of the most recent developments have gravitated
towards the handling of sampled data directly in graphics
pipelines. For instance, volume rendering [Lev88, Wes90]

enables direct rendering of three-dimensional (3D) volume
data captured by 3D scanning devices such as computed tomography scans; image-based rendering [Che95, LH96] enables direct rendering of graphical models and scenes that
are specified with a set of photographic images; point-based
rendering [PZvBG00, ZPBG01] enables direct rendering of
a large collection of sampling points representing a surface
object (e.g., a sampled dataset acquired using laser-scanning).
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However, these developments are yet to have a significant impact upon computer animation, which encompasses
a wide-range of graphics techniques and is often considered
the ‘crown jewels’ of computer graphics. It is not difficult to
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see that computer animation could benefit enormously from
the advances of digital imaging technology, should appropriate techniques be integrated into animation pipelines for
handling sampled data directly. This would enable animators
to gain easy access to a huge collection of complex models defined in the forms of images, points and volumes. In
the following discussions, we collectively refer to image-,
point- and volume-based representations as sampled object
representations (SORs).
In this survey, we consider a wide-range of techniques that
have been developed for manipulating, deforming and animating SORs. This particular focus on SORs enables us to
review the previous work in the field from a non-traditional
perspective, and to cover some areas which have not been
examined in other major surveys on deformation and animation techniques. In addition to computer animation as a
benchmarking application, the survey can serve as a stateof-the-art report on a class of techniques that are essential to
applications such as surgical simulation, medical illustration,
computer graphics special effects and virtual reality.
In computer graphics, techniques for manipulation, deformation and animation are inter-related, and sometimes terms
are used interchangeably. In this survey, in the context of
manipulation, we consider a collection of elementary operations for processing SORs. All these operations can serve
as building blocks of deformation and animation techniques,
and some also involve minor deformation to realize a desired
manipulation. In the context of deformation, we consider a
collection of techniques that are designed to transform the
geometrical shape of a deformable SOR. While minor geometrical changes are often a ‘side effect’ of a manipulation
operation, a deformation operation is intended to precipitate
geometrical changes. In the context of animation, we consider
a collection of techniques for animating digital characters in
SORs focusing on modelling movements of articulated figures in SORs.
The survey is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give an
overview of the general scope of deformation and animation
techniques in computer graphics. In particular, we briefly describe the major advances in surface-based techniques, which
are not the focus of this report, but can serve as benchmarks
for techniques based on SORs. In Section 3, we provide a
formal definition of the class of SORs, and discuss their geometrical and graphical attributes. In Section 4, we examine a collection of elementary operations on SORs, highlight
the fact that such operations will cause minor and often unintended, geometrical changes, and prepare for the further
discussion about their use in deformation and animation. In
Section 5, we consider various deformation techniques that
have been, or can be, used to realize intended deformation.
In particular, after a brief overview of empirical deformable
models, physically-based deformable models and direct deformation rendering, we examine the deployment of these
techniques in surgical simulation, an application area where
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SORs can have a major role. In Section 6, we focus on the
main components in the animation pipeline for modelling the
movements of digital characters in SORs. Finally, we offer
our observations and concluding remarks in Section 7.
2. General Scopes of Deformation and Animation
In computer graphics and its applications, deformation modelling and computer animation are two closely related fields.
While the literatures on deformation and animation are dominated by surface-based modelling and rendering techniques,
it is certainly sensible and meaningful to consider the deformation and animation of SORs in the backdrop of these
techniques. In this section, we give a general overview of
the scopes of deformation and animation, their relationships
with other fields in computer graphics and their applications.
This is followed by an outline of major technical advances in
deformation modeling, and in computer animation.
2.1 Overview
The temporal behaviour of a graphical object may come
in a variety of forms, such as changes of positioning attributes, geometrical shape, color and illumination properties, and many other behavioural parameters. Among those,
the change of geometrical shape, that is, deformation, is the
most well studied in the literature. A range of representation schemes for deformable objects were developed, and
several physically-based and empirical computational models were formulated. Applications of deformation techniques
include graphical modelling, computer animation, scientific
visualization, haptic interaction, surgical simulation, medical
imaging, path planning and computer vision.
In the technical scope of computer graphics, the term computer animation is primarily referred to the modelling, controlling and rendering of temporal behaviour of graphical
objects. It addresses a wide-range of technical issues, such as
motion dynamics, kinetic control, collision detection, actor
modelling, animation control and so on [WW92a]. Deformation of graphical objects, including articulated and soft
objects, is an integral part of computer animation techniques.
In a broader term, computer animation usually refers to the
process of creating temporal sequences of computer generated images and digital visual effects. This process involves
not only computer graphics techniques, but also an entire
production pipeline including story development, visual development, character design, motion capture, camera tracking, texture painting, image processing, image retouching,
image composition, colour grading and so on [Ker04]. In
the entertainment industry, the use of the term also extends
to computer-assisted animation, such as computer generated
in-betweens in key-frame animation.
Figure 1 depicts the overall scope of deformation modeling and computer animation, and highlights the main
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Figure 1: The main scope of this survey and related topics.
technical areas of manipulating, deforming and animating
SORs, which will be discussed in detail in Sections 4, 5 and
6, respectively. Traditional deformation and animation is not
the focus of this survey, but will be outlined in 2.2 and 2.3 as
the technical backdrop of this survey.

a SOR may contain disjoint components, each component
is continuous from the perspectives of both modelling and
rendering (see the detailed definition in Section 3). Hence,
in terms of continuity, there is no fundamental distinction
between objects specified in a SOR and an AOR.

A sampled object representation (SOR) defines a graphical
model using data obtained from a sampling process, which
takes a collection of samples at discrete positions in space in
order to capture certain geometrical and physical properties
of one or more objects of interest.

The top two boxes in Figure 1 do not correspond exactly to
the taxonomy and dataflow of volume visualization proposed
by [KCY93] because the latter placed its focus on one particular SOR, that is, regular volume grid or volume buffer. This
survey considers a much broader taxonomy in terms of the
types of representations as well as the methods for handling
these representations.

At the other end of the spectrum, many object representations are specified in an analytical manner, for instance, using
a mathematical function to define the shape of an object, or
using a user interface to define a set of interconnected geometric entities. Here, such a representation is referred to as
an analytical object representation (AOR).
Colloquially, an object modelled in a SOR is often referred
to as a ‘discrete object’, whilst one in an AOR as a ‘continuous
object’. This can be rather misleading. Though an object in

There is a rich collection of data manipulation techniques
for processing and altering SORs, perhaps far more than
those for AORs. Most of these techniques may introduce,
often unintentionally, minor geometrical changes in SORs.
Some are designed to extract analytical information (e.g.,
connectivity) from a SOR. The information is then used
to construct a corresponding AOR, or to create a hybrid
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object representation (HOR) by combining the original SOR
with the generated analytical components. Such an AOR
or HOR is commonly used to assist in deforming and animating the SOR. We will examine these techniques in
Section 4.

r

2.2 Major advances in deformation
For deformation, readers are encouraged to refer to several extensive surveys, including surveys of deformation techniques
in the context of the following subject areas.

r
r
r
r
r
r

computer graphics and animation [GM97, NMK∗ 06],
animation of articulated figures [LW98],
facial modelling and animation [NN98],
medical image analysis [MT96],
surgical simulation [LTCK03],
computer vision [CF01].

The models and techniques for deformation fall into the
following categories:

r

r

r

Functional and Procedural Models—Models in this category are normally defined mathematically and are not
accompanied by a discrete geometrical representation,
such as control points. The control of deformation is
hence manipulated by changing global parameters (e.g.,
the radius of a sphere) or local parameters in a constructive model (e.g., parameters of a primitive function in
implicit surfaces). Some commonly used models in this
category are algebraic implicit surfaces, superquadrics,
generalized cylinders (or swept volumes) and global and
local deformation of solids.
Parametric Models—Models in this category are defined
mathematically, and facilitate a continuous distortion
across the surface of a deformed object, though they are
usually accompanied by a discrete geometric representation which provides the principle control of deformation.
Some commonly used models in this category include a
variety of parametric bicubic surface models, free form
deformation, active contour models (snakes) and active
surface models.
Polygonal Meshes—Models in this category are defined
by a collection of inter-connected polygons with shared
vertices and edges. Because these representations, especially triangular meshes, facilitate fast rendering, they are
most widely-used in computer graphics and animation.
Whilst it is possible to deform such a model by directly
manipulating its geometric elements such as vertices or
faces, direct manipulation becomes impractical for accurate control of deformation when there are more than
hundreds of geometric elements in a model. Hence, it
is common to associate a deformable polygonal mesh
with a high-level deformable model that is more con-
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trollable. For example, as in free-form deformation, a
polygon mesh may be bounded by a parametric volume,
whose deformation governs that of the polygonal mesh.
Physically-based Deformable Models—Models in this
category facilitate the computation of motion and deformation based on specific physical laws. Numerical simulation is an indispensable tool in implementing most of
these models. Commonly used physical models and computation methods include Lagrangian dynamics, massspring models, finite element methods, finite difference,
continuum models and particle systems.

2.3 Major advances in animation
For a general coverage of computer animation, readers may
refer to several books on this subject, including [FvDFH96,
WW92a, Vin92, O’R95, MTT96, Par01] and [Poc01, Ker04].
In addition, the technical literature is rich in papers in this
area. Readers are also encouraged to consult various computer graphics journals, and proceedings of some major conferences which include:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

SIGGRAPH Annual Conferences (1974-present);
Eurographics Annual Conferences (1980-present);
Eurographics Workshops on Animation and Simulation (1990-2001) and SIGGRAPH/Eurographics Symposiums on Computer Animation (2002-present);
International Conferences on Computer Animation
(1988-2002) and on Computer Animation and Social
Agents (2003-present);
Workshops on Lifelike Computer Characters (19941996, 1998);
Workshops on Virtual Humans (1996-1998);
and many one-time conferences and workshops
(http://www.cs.ubc.ca/∼van/ani.html).

Motion and deformation are the two most fundamental
temporal features in an animation. It is also necessary for an
animation system to address the interaction between different
objects. The techniques for motion and deformation control
include the followings.

r

r

Articulated Models—Articulated models attracted attention from the early days of 3D animation, and they facilitate the kinematical control at joints of articulated
parts. A summary of various techniques can be found in
[BBZ91].
Procedural Control—General procedural control is
based on scripts controlling actors or on interactive motion planning. In both cases the input is interpreted to
generate the required movement of the characters and the
operation of the camera, so that a rendering system can
produce the frames. Procedural techniques may involve
other methods listed here, for example, by implementing
physical laws.
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Table 1: Example data capture modalities, and their typical characteristics and representation schemes.

Example Sampling Modality (physical property)
Black-white photography (light reflection)
Color photography (light reflection)
Raw laser scans (distance to a plane)
Circular full-body scans (distance to an axis)
Computed tomography (X-ray attenuation)
Magnetic resonance imaging (relaxation of magnetized nuclei)
Raw 3D Ultrasonography (sonic reflection)
Processed 3D Ultrasonography (sonic reflection)
Electron microscopy (electron diffraction)
Spatial distance fields (distance to a surface)
Spatial vector fields (e.g., velocity)
3D photographic imaging (light reflection)
Movies and videos (time-varying light reflection)
Particle simulation results (space-time position, etc.)
Motion capture data (space-time position)
Seismic measurements (space-time density, temperature, etc.)

r
r

r
r

Constraint-based Control—This approach is common in
robot systems. As such, there are obvious parallels with,
and applications in, computer animation.
Physically-based Control—Physically-based simulation
has a long history, with commercial applications in flight
simulators being an early example. Human and animal
movements are also amenable to physical simulation and
of course these same techniques can be used to give
human-like movements to non-human objects.
Stochastic Control—Particle systems and their rendering
to produce fireworks, fire, water sprays and other fuzzy
objects are the examples of stochastic control.
Behavioural Control—This area has traditionally concerned itself with gross control, for instance, for modelling flocks, herds and schools. It has more recently been
used to control subtle effects in human animation, for example, in the way emotion affects how a character walks.

3. Sampled Object Representation (SOR)
The general notion of a SOR is a set of samples V =
{( pi , v i ) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, where v i is a value of a specific data type (e.g., Boolean, scalar, vector, tensor or constructive), which represents some property (e.g., luminance
intensity or sampling confidence) at each sampling location
pi in k-D Euclidean space Ek . Typically these samples are associated with a spatial domain Dk (⊆ Ek ), which is normally
continuous or consists of several disjoint sub-domains. An
object specified by a SOR is thus a function F(p) that defines
the value at every p ∈ Dk . F(p), which is commonly referred
to as an interpolation or blending function, typically derives a
value v at an arbitrary point p ∈ Dk from a number of known
point-value pairs in V. The continuity of the object within Dk

Data
Dimension

Number of
Channels

Representation
Scheme

2
2
2.5
2.5
3
3
2.5
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
n

2D regular grid
2D regular grid
2D regular grid
2D curvilinear grid
3D regular grid
3D regular grid
unstructured 2D images
3D regular grid
3D regular grid
3D regular grid
3D regular grid
3D regular grid
3D regular grid
time-series, 3D point set
time-series, 3D point set
time-series, 2D point set

(or each of its continuous sub-domains) is thus determined
by that of F.
Digitization is the primary technology for acquiring SORs
of real-life objects and phenomena. This technology, which is
based on measuring various physical properties, is available
in a wide-range of modalities as listed in Table 1. In most of
these modalities, a sampling process may involve the processing of multi-channel or multi-dimensional signals, including
convolution and deconvolution, quantization and signal space
conversion. Here, we consider only the resulting digital representations of such a sampling process.
In some modalities, sampling positions are defined by a
regular grid in the object space. For example, computed tomography (CT) scanning normally utilizes a 3D anisotropic
grid, where the sampling interval in the z-direction differs
from that in the x and y directions. In many other modalities,
sampling positions are defined by a regular grid in the image
space. A primary example of such modalities is photography, where sampling results are recorded on a 2D isotropic
grid though individual samples may not correlate uniformly
to signal sources in the object space.
SORs can also be obtained by sampling AORs. For example, a parametric surface model can be approximated
by an unstructured point dataset using a randomized discretization process or by a volume dataset using a voxelization process. In many science and engineering disciplines,
such as finite element analysis and computational fluid dynamics, a SOR (e.g., a point set) is usually accompanied
by analytical components (e.g., a face list), resulting in an
HOR.
SORs commonly exhibit a subset of the following characteristics, which collectively signify the differences between
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SORs and other schemes for representing graphical objects
and scenes.

r

r

r

r

r

Limited geometrical information—Most SORs do not
contain any explicit geometrical description of the objects represented, while some contain partial geometric
information (e.g., in a point set). It is common to translate
sampled physical information (e.g., X-ray attenuation)
to geometrical information (e.g., an isosurface of a tumour). In addition, SORs are particularly suited for modelling amorphous objects, such as fire, dust and smoke,
for which a precise geometrical description is difficult to
obtain.
Limited topological information—The only topological
information available in a SOR is the spatial or temporal order in which samples were captured. Such information does not imply a definite topological relationship
between any two data points in the object space, although
it is often used to derive, analytically or statistically, more
meaningful topological information, such as the possible
connectivity between two sampling points in the context
of 3D model acquisition and the association of a set of
voxels to the same object in the context of segmentation.
Little semantic information—Although a SOR, such as
a photographic image and a computed tomography scan,
may capture a collection of objects in a scene, it does
not normally contain any semantic information, about
the objects of interest, such as object identification and
object hierarchy.
Multiple data channels—Many SORs capture data from
a complex signal source (e.g., reflectance) or multiple
signal sources (e.g., a combination of density, sonic, temperature and imagery logging in seismic measurements).
Multi-valued data channels—Many SORs contain data
sampled in an integer or floating-point real domain. In
some situations, this facilitates a high level of accuracy
(e.g., the texture of a piece of textile in an image), but in
others, this brings about a degree of uncertainty (e.g., the
boundary of a piece of textile in an image).

The development of techniques for manipulating, deforming and animating SORs can be built upon theoretic advances
in areas of signals and sampling [PM96], point-set [Mor90],
discrete topology [CK95] and level-set [Tsi95, Set96], as well
as technological advances in areas of deformable object modelling, computer animation, scientific visualization, volume
graphics, point-based graphics, image-based modelling and
rendering, image processing, computer vision and medical
imaging. Meanwhile, such development will also have a profound scientific impact in these areas and the field of computer
graphics in general. It will deliver a collection of usable and
effective techniques and tools to a wide range of applications
in science, engineering, medicine and industries including
manufacturing, media and entertainment.
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4. Manipulating Sampled Object Representations
In this survey, we consider manipulation as the application
of elementary operations that alter the sampled properties
of SORs, or convert a SOR to an AOR or HOR. There is
not an agreeable term for encapsulating these operations.
The term ‘manipulation’ captures the essence of ‘data manipulation’ as this is what is concerned here. Although one
may use the term ‘transformation’, it does not capture the
same scope due to its traditional use in graphics for geometric
transformation.
As discussed above, most SORs contain limited geometrical, topological and semantic information, and the traditional
notion of ‘geometry’ is usually constructed from sampled
physical information. Hence, any operation of a SOR that
leads to changes of sampled physical properties may result
in alterations to geometrical, topological and semantic attributes derived from the SOR. Such alterations are in effect
‘minor deformations’. For instance, varying intensity values
of some voxels in a CT dataset may lead to a different isosurface in surface extraction, and modifying confidence level of
some points in a laser scan may result in different topological
connectivity of these points in surface reconstruction.
In this section, we examine a range of methods for altering and converting the raw physical properties of SORs.
We first consider three sets of algorithms, namely surface extraction from volume data, surface reconstruction from point
data, and skeletonization, all of which are used for constructing ‘geometry’, in a traditional sense, from SORs. We then
describe a collection of basic operators for altering data elements in a single 2D or 3D imagery dataset, and discuss
more complex SOR manipulation in the context of image
and volume morphing. This is followed by a brief review of
segmentation techniques and registration techniques where
surface-based deformation algorithms are often deployed. Finally we mention a few interactive systems for manipulating
SORs. As many of these topics, such as surface extraction
and segmentation, cover a large domain of the literature, we
only give a brief overview of each topic in order to outline
the overall scope of SOR manipulation, and prepare for the
further discussions on SOR deformation in Section 5 and
animation in Section 6.

4.1 Extracting geometry from SORs
There are 2D algorithms for extracting contours and skeleton from images, and for constructing contours from points.
Because they are relatively trivial in comparison with 3D algorithms, they do not attract the same level of attention in the
literature. Here, we concentrate on algorithms for 3D geometry extraction. We also assume that the sampled values in
SORs do not suffer from sampling errors or regional variance,
which will be considered in 4.3.
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4.1.1 Surface extraction from volume data
One common approach for handling 3D volume datasets is to
approximate an interested object in the volume by a polygonal
mesh that can then be rendered using a surface-based graphics
system. Such approximation is usually in the form of an isosurface (also called a level surface), which is the set of all
points in a scalar field with a specific scalar value τ (i.e.,
iso-value). The most well-known method for extracting an
iso-surface from a regular volume dataset is the marching
cubes algorithm [LC87]. A more complicated algorithmic
problem is extracting an interval volume and approximating
the extraction, for example, by a tetrahedral mesh [NS97].
What complicates surface extraction algorithms is the fact
that many basic cases are ambiguous. A similar but much
simpler ambiguity problem also exists in a class of 2D contouring algorithms that extract contour lines from 2D SORs,
such as an image. [NH91] provided a computational solution, called asymptotic decider, to resolve the 2D and 3D
ambiguity problems.
Some methods were proposed to accelerate the process
of marching cubes by reducing the search space of an isosurface. A family of indexing structures were used for isosurfacing, including active list [GH90], octree [Wv92], MINMAX cell index [Jon95, CMPS96], extrema graph [IK95],
span space [LSJ96] and interval tree [CMM∗ 97]. Another
approach is to track an iso-surface from a known seed point
or seed cube [HL78, BPS96]. More recently, algorithms were
developed specifically for surface extraction from very large
volume datasets [CS97, BS03b].
The number of triangles generated by the marching cubes
algorithm can be excessively large, often leading to inefficiency in storing and rendering the extracted iso-surface. A
noticeable amount of effort has been made to reduce the number of triangles or to replace triangles with other geometric
primitives. There are two categories of algorithms:

r

r

During marching cubes—Examples of such algorithms
include producing surfaces adaptively [MS93], extracting points instead [CLL∗ 88], replacing triangles with
polygonal volume primitives [YP92].
After marching cubes—Examples of such algorithms
include removing vertices followed by local retriangulation [SZL92], dispersion of new vertices on top
of the original mesh, followed by global re-triangulation
[Tur92] and edge manipulation [HDD∗ 93]. A large collection of further development in this area can be found
in the context of both multi-resolution surface modelling
(e.g., [Hop96, Gar99]) and surface reconstruction from
point data (see 4.1.2).

Recent advances in surface extraction include the reconstruction of a dual iso-surface in the form of quad patches
[Nie04], high-dimensional isosurfacing [BWC00], feature-

sensitive isosurfacing [VKKM03] and topology-controlled
isosurfacing [vKvOB∗ 97, GP00, TFT04, CSv04],
4.1.2 Surface reconstruction from point data
Many data acquisition techniques (e.g., laser range scanning
[LPC∗ 00] and alpha matte acquisition [MBR∗ 00]) generate
output in the form of an arbitrary set of points in space Where
the properties of these points cannot be discerned directly,
they must be inferred algorithmically. While there is a class
of algorithms for direct rendering of point datasets (e.g., surfels [PZvBG00] and QSplat [LPC∗ 00]), there have also been
a collection of algorithms for reconstructing continuous surfaces from point datasets. Because of noise and imperfections
introduced in the acquisition stage, such algorithms must list
noise tolerance as a priority. Most algorithms available can
be classified as:

r

r

Primitive list—A polygonal mesh is constructed by
adding topological connectivities (i.e., analytical components) to points. For example, Turk and Levoy [TL94]
used triangulation to fit a triangular mesh to the point
data and performed weighted averaging in overlapped
areas. Amenta et al. [ABK98] used a Voronoi-based approach to reconstruct a triangular mesh. Bernardini et al.
[BMR∗ 99] developed a method for reconstructing a triangular mesh by connecting neighboring points with a
ball pivoted around a seed point.
Functional and parametric surface—A functional parametric surface is found to approximate the surface. For
example, Hoppe et al. [HDD∗ 92] devised a reconstruction method based on determining the zero set of an
estimated distance function. Distance fields were also
used by Curless and Levoy [CL96] and Wheeler et al.
[WSI98] for reconstructing an implicit representation
from point datasets. Lei et al. [LBC96] fitted high degree implicit polynomials to point data. Krishnamurthy
and Levoy [KL96] proposed to fit smooth surfaces to the
reconstructed polygonal meshes. Pratt [Pra87] developed
a least-square fitting algorithm for defining an algebraic
surface over a point dataset. Lee [Lee00], Alexa et al.
[ABCO∗ 01], Mederos et al. [MVdF03] Amenta and Kil
[AK04] used a moving least squares method to fit a continuous surface to a set of points. Carr et al. [CBC01]
used radial basis functions for their reconstruction.

4.1.3 Skeletonization
A skeleton is a useful shape abstraction that captures the
essential topology of an object in both two and three dimensions. It is used extensively in commercial computer animation packages, and is therefore of interest for volume manipulation and animation. It refers to a thinned version of the
original object but still retains the shape properties of the
original object. In 2D, the skeleton is also referred to as
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the medial-axis. In 3D, the term skeleton has been used for
both a medial-surface and a more line-like representation. In
[Blu67], a grass-fire analogy to the skeleton is given, that is,
the skeleton consists of the points where different fire fronts
intersect. If a fire was simultaneously started on the perimeter of the grass, the fire would proceed to burn towards the
interior of the object. When two fire fronts meet each other
the fire will be quenched. In 2D, the fire will quench along a
curve. In 3D, the two fire fronts will meet along a surface or
a curve.
Recently, there has been interest in extracting a line-like 1D
skeletal-representation from a 3D object. The line-like skeleton is also referred to as a curve-skeleton [SNS02], inversekinematic bone skeleton (IK-skeleton) [Dis04] or centerline
skeleton. In this survey we refer to it as a curve-skeleton.
Fine curve-skeletons are useful for many different geometric tasks, such as virtual colonoscopy and virtual endoscopy
[HHCL01, PC87], 3D object registration [AJWB01, AB02,
PFY∗ 99], computer animation (both polygonal and volume animation) [Blo02, Dis04, GS99, GS01, TK03, WP02,
LWM∗ 03], matching [SKK02, SSGD03], surface reconstruction [Ley03], vessel tracking [AB02] and curved planar reformation [KFW∗ 02]. While there is no precise definition
for a curve-skeleton, there are numerous desirable properties
of both the skeleton and the skeleton computation process.
These properties depend upon the application that the curveskeleton is being used for, and include thinness, centeredness,
joint separation, reliability, etc. Because there can be many
different curve-skeletons for a particular object, it is important that skeletonization algorithms have the capability of extracting multi-scale (hierarchical) sets of skeletons. A more
comprehensive survey can be found in [CSM05, CSM07].
The use skeleton as a means specify manipulation or deformation of a volumetric model in volume animation will
be further discussed in Section 6.3.

r

r

r

r

4.2 Processing and morphing
There is a huge collection of techniques for processing and
manipulating images (e.g., [Cas96, GW01, SP86]). Many
techniques do not involve dimensionally-dependent data
structures and can easily be extrapolated to three or higher
dimensional problems. Hence, most techniques reviewed in
this section are applicable to both 2D and 3D SORs.
4.2.1 Processing SORs
The processing of SORs can serve to enhance the visual interpretation of the data, carry out structural alterations to objects
contained within or convert the representation into an alternative for better transmission or storage.

r

Grey level transformations—Basic grey level transformations operating on a value by value basis are employed
to enhance SORs, for instance, to increase contrast during

r
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visualization. Gamma correction is a common operation
used to non-linearly brighten or darken in order to enhance contrast on non-linear display devices.
Statistical processing—Statistical properties of SORs
(e.g., histograms), can be computed and used to enhance
SORs (e.g., equalization), High dynamic range (HDR)
methods were applied to images using histogram equalization [DM97] and their use for displaying volume data
on HDR displays was recently studied [GTH05].
Spatial filtering—Filtering can be used to smooth or
sharpen features in SORs, and is also used for determining the derivative of a discrete image or volume function. Low-pass filters average neighbouring values to remove noise and to blur SORs, high-pass filters implement
spatial differentiation to highlight edges and discontinuities. A number of high-pass filters are used to calculate derivatives (e.g. Sobel, Gaussian, Zucker-Hummel
[ZH81], central differences, intermediate differences),
along with adaptive schemes [THB∗ 90]. Filtering has
been used to denoise volume data to enhance visual effects, such as refraction [RC06], and to create anti-aliased
voxelizations of objects [ŠK00]. Filtering can also take
place in the frequency domain of a SOR [Mal93].
Arithmetic and logical operations—Arithmetic and logic
operations can be applied to multiple SORs to facilitate
combinational operations, such as masking and blending. For example, arithmetic and logical operations were
used to provide the SOR equivalent of constructive solid
geometry (CSG), namely constructive volume geometry
(CVG) [CT00]. Change detection operations, which are
built upon mainly arithmetic and logic operations, were
used to construct video volumes for the purposes of video
visualization [DC03].
Morphological operations—Erosion, dilation, opening
and closing are commonly used morphological operations on 2D and 3D SORs [GW01]. Erosion removes
external parts of an object (depending upon the structuring element), while dilation adds parts to the boundary of
the object. Opening enlarges cracks and cavities, while
closing closes up cavities and smooths spikes. Morphological operations can be applied to binary data as well
as multi-valued data. Distance field SORs can be used to
facilitate fast morphological operations [Jon01].
Distance transforms [JBŠ06]—A distance field D is a
representation where at each point p within the field,
D(p) represents the distance from p to the closest point
on any object within the domain. Given a SOR, distance
transforms are the process of applying templates to each
pixel/voxel in the SOR in order to propagate distances
around the SOR. Methods for distance transforms include Chamfer [SNS02], Vector [SJ01] and Fast Marching Methods [Tsi95, Set96]. Distance field SORs can be
used in volume morphing (see 4.2.2), and for voxelizing
AORs (e.g., implicit surfaces) and HORs (e.g. triangular
mesh objects) [Jon96, JS01].
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There are other SOR processing methods that may also
introduce geometrical changes to SORs, though intentionally these methods aims to minimize such changes. Such
methods including Fourier transform (e.g., [Mal93]), wavelet
transform (e.g., [SS96]), watermarking (e.g., [WGKH01] for
volume and [CWPG04] for point datasets) and compression
(e.g., [Jon04]).
4.2.2 Metamorphosis of SORs

with tetrahedral elements or hexahedral elements (with
quadrilateral faces) is used as a volume subdivision over
volume datasets [CJT95].
In mesh warping, the distortion is constrained by individual elements, and it is therefore relatively easier to
achieve a desired transformation without causing ‘ghost
shadows’ [BN92] provided there is no ‘fold-over’ structure. However, in many cases, these methods require a
control mesh consisting of a very large number of elements. The manipulation of 3D subdivisions through a
user interface also seems to be somewhat problematic.

Given a starting SOR Da and a finishing SOR Db , metamorphosis (or commonly referred to as morphing) is a process
that generates a sequence of in-between SORs, D1 , D2 , . . . ,
Dn , which represent a smooth transformation from Da to Db .
For SORs defined upon regular grids, such as images and volume datasets, this transformation from one SOR to another is
usually under the influence of two control structures. Let Ca
and Cb be the control structures associated with Da and Db ,
respectively. For each SOR Di , an in-between control dataset
Ci is first obtained as an interpolation of Ca and Cb . Ci is then
used, in conjunction with Ca and Cb respectively, to deform
Da and Db , resulting in two distorted SORs Dia and Dib . The
in-between volume Di is then obtained as the interpolation of
Dia and Dib .

r

According to the use of control structures, approaches to
metamorphosis of SORs can be classified into the following
three categories:

4.3 Segmenting SORs

r

r

Cross Dissolving—Methods in this category require no
control datasets. The simplest cross-dissolving method
is a linear interpolation between the two SORs with the
same grid organization in the spatial domain. In volume
morphing, when the emphasis is given to a particular isosurface, distance fields are first constructed for the starting and finishing volumes, and the cross-dissolving process is then applied to the distance fields [PT92, CLS98,
BW01]. To enhance the smoothness of the in-between
SORs, the Fourier transform has been used to schedule the interpolation in the frequency domain by favoring high-frequency components that are defined by the
threshold of an interested iso-surface [Hug92]. Wavelet
transform has also been employed in volume morphing
in a multi-resolution manner [HWK94].
The methods in this category are generally easy to use
and require little human interference. The smoothness
of the in-between SORs is well achieved with methods
based on wavelets and distance fields. However, methods
in this category have difficulties in specifying complex
morphing involving geometric transformations such as
rotation.
Mesh Warping—Mesh warping methods utilize control
structures to define spatial subdivisions as well as coordinate mappings. With images, a mesh with triangular or
quadrilateral elements is usually used as a planar subdivision defined over the images [SP86]. In 3D, a mesh

Field Morphing—In field morphing, control structures
are used to specify the corresponding features of in the
SORs concerned. Although it requires user input of the
control structures, feature-based deformation has demonstrated its flexibility and controllability. A variety of geometric shapes, such as points, lines, boxes and discs,
have been used to specify features and coordinate mappings [BN92, CJT95, LGL95, CJT96, FSRR00]. Due to
the needs of coordinate mappings, supplementary vectors are required for some 3D shapes, resulting in the
difficulty in defining and manipulating features without
a sophisticated user interface.

Segmentation is an extensive subject, due to both the demand
for segmentation (particularly in image and video processing, and medical analysis) and the complexity of segmentation in general. Many segmentation tools are available in the
forms of commercial software and freeware. Segmentation
for 2D SORs (e.g., images) has been widely researched and
documented [Cas96, GW01, Yoo04, SWL05]. While great
efforts have been made to devise techniques for segmenting 3D SORs (e.g., volume datasets), unfortunately, most 2D
methods do not lend themselves naturally to 3D. Instead, volume datasets are commonly segmented slice by slice. In this
section, we focus on the methodologies adopted by different
techniques without making explicit dimensional distinction,
and give references to 3D work wherever possible.
Segmentation is an effective means for adding semantic information into a SOR, and such information can be useful to
volume deformation (e.g., in feature specification [CCC06b])
and volume animation (e.g., in determining the physical properties of a voxel). Meanwhile, deformable models, such as
snakes, are also deployed as a tool in some segmentation
techniques. Segmentation techniques for both images and
volumes typically fall into one of the following categories.
4.3.1 Stochastic methods
Thresholding is the most basic segmentation technique,
where sampled points are classed strictly according to their
values. The technique fails with low-contrast volumes, and
introduces aliasing artifacts [LK03].
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Related to thresholding is the watershed transform [VS91],
which can be extended to 3D easily. An improved method by
[HP03] extends the immersion-based transform by building
a hierarchical tree structure from the resulting basins, allowing for quick identification of individual objects without the
necessity of merging the basins entirely.
Algorithms can be designed to choose thresholds automatically from histogram analysis as in [KEK03]. When the
thresholds have a transition zone in between, the classification relies on the standard deviation of the 26 neighbours of
the voxel concerned. The algorithm also relies on morphological closure and region-growing techniques, with some user
interaction required for guidance where, for example, there
is a very fine gap between two objects.
Region-growing techniques attempt to group similar voxels into regions of increasing size. [LJT01] created an unseeded version of the algorithm where seeds are automatically defined, removing the requirement for user interaction.

4.3.2 Biologically-inspired methods
A recent trend in segmentation has been the use of artificial
neural networks [RA00]. The technique facilitates learning
from past examples of segmented datasets. [AF97] used a
two-stage system comprising of self-organizing components
analysis networks and self-organizing feature maps for segmenting a CT dataset. Self-organizing feature maps attempt
to represent the 3D data in only two dimensions, grouping
together similar objects with no user interaction. They are
also trained automatically.
Locally excitatory globally inhibitory oscillator network
(LEGION) systems attempt to mimic the manner in which
the brain analyses features from visual cortex oscillations.
This framework was derived from theoretical work and recent
experimental evidence. The idea is that the oscillations in the
visual cortex can be implemented in software, attempting
to reverse-engineer the brain’s framework for detecting and
identifying objects in a scene. Because of the complexity of
such a system, simplified algorithms are developed to work
with large datasets [SWY99].

4.3.3 Data mining methods
Clustering techniques attempt to group voxels together that
display similar predefined characteristics, according to a measurement of similarity in a SOR. An N-dimensional vector is
built from each voxel based on the properties of that voxel,
the set of all N-dimensional vectors is then fed into a clustering algorithm. One of the most popular clustering methods is
K-means clustering, which attempts to form n disjoint, nonempty subsets by grouping together ‘similar’ voxels. Closely
related is fuzzy clustering, which utilizes fuzzy if-then rules
to determine object membership.
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Popular algorithms from graph theory can be used in conjunction with clustering. Edges are built between vertices
(voxels) that display similar properties [WL93], and are then
removed from the graph where the vertices touching the edge
fail to satisfy the similarity measure. The result is a graph that
consists of n unconnected subgraphs, which correspond to the
segmented regions.
Markov Random Field is a statistical model that can be
used alongside clustering to achieve automatic segmentation. Such a field stochastically defines local properties of
the dataset in a completely generalized manner by modeling
spatial interaction between voxels [RGR97]. Such algorithms
unfortunately are computationally expensive and are heavily
influenced by the controlling parameters.
4.3.4 Knowledge-based segmentation
Knowledge-based approaches utilize additional input to assist with the segmentation process, usually using a pregenerated atlas for the known dataset, as adopted in [SvL∗ 03].
This is combined with a watershed transform to create partitions of similar areas of the dataset [SLK∗ 03]. The atlas is a
pre-segmented dataset that is spatially aligned with the target
dataset (referred to as registration [MV98] or atlas-warping).
A disadvantage of this method is that multiple datasets of
the same object are required for atlas generation, and there is
no guarantee that the atlas will match the target dataset in a
satisfactory manner.
Atlas information can also be factored into previously
stochastic methods, such as snakes or statistically-based segmentation [FRZ∗ 05] for enhanced precision. Grau et al. give
an improved watershed transform that uses prior information
to improve accuracy [GMA∗ 04]. In general, atlas-guided approaches excel with medical data since they assist with not
only the segmentation stage, but also with the correct labeling
and identification of the resulting regions.
4.3.5 Energy-minimizing deformable models
Deformable models offer a flexible and accurate approach
to segmentation. Such models generally handle image noise
extremely well, and also allow for subvoxel accuracy. Energyminimizing snakes [KWT87, MT95] remain the most popular
deformable model for image and volume segmentation. This
is essentially a parametric contour model that actively (i.e.
with user interaction) attempts to minimize its energy such
that it forms a smooth and tight boundary around an object to
be segmented. With the snake model, segmenting a volume
dataset involves a slice-by-slice segmentation process, with a
3D segment built from the resulting 2D segments. [MBL∗ 91]
extended the energy-minimization model into 3D by constructing a polygonal ‘balloon’ inside the object that grows to
conform to the surface of the object of interest. [TK95] used
a reaction-diffuse-based modification of the bubble model
which improves the behavior near sharp edges.
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4.3.6 Interaction-intensive approaches
Human interaction is often required in medical segmentation
to fine-tune any segmentation efforts made by the system.
This approach is used with great effect in the PAVLOV system
[KK99]. A parallel CPU system powers the rendering of the
segmented dataset to allow for real-time updates. The user is
invited to segment the dataset using thresholding, and erosion
and dilation morphological operations.
[SHN03] used a GPU-based implementation of the seedfill algorithm to segment areas of interest. Combined with
hardware-accelerated rendering, the user is able to segment
the dataset and view results in real-time.
4.4 Registering SORs
Registration is a process that involves three main algorithmic
steps: (i) identifying features in the SORs to be registered,
(ii) establishing correspondence between features and (iii)
computing the appropriate transformation to be applied to
the SORs in order to derive spatially consistent SORs. The
transformation may be global (i.e., the same transformation
applied over the whole SOR) or local (i.e., different transformations applied to regions of the SOR). The transformation
may be rigid (i.e., only translations and rotations), affine (including translations, rotations, dilations and shears), or projective or elastic (e.g., lungs expanding, heart beating, joint
deforming).
Registration techniques now span a wide range of applications, including remote sensing (e.g., multispectral classification), medical imaging (e.g., combining SORs from different modalities), cartography (e.g., map updating), computer
vision (e.g., target localization). Comprehensive surveys of
image registration methods can be found in [Bro92, ZF03].
[MV98] presented a full classification of the stages involved
in medical registration. [MCS∗ 02] offered a survey and review of various techniques for rigid and elastic (cardiac) registration, which present the additional problem of registering
4D SORs (3D spatial and time).
In the following two subsections, we consider the first two
steps in 4.4.1 and the third step in 4.4.2. Again we do not
make explicit dimensional distinction, and give references to
3D work wherever possible.

and automatically thus removing errors and costly interaction. Their accuracy ensures that such methods may be used
as a benchmark for alternative approaches.
Where markers cannot be introduced (existing data or introducing the markers will obscure or confuse the data), then
landmarks already in the data have to be identified for correspondence. In this case, techniques such as cross correlation
(in the spatial or frequency domain), may be used to identify
the landmarks. Penney et al. [PWL∗ 98] reviewed several of
these techniques including cross correlation. In some cases,
some user interaction may be required to ‘correct’ misjudged
correspondences [Jon01], or if large enough numbers of correspondences are found, those that exceed the mean by a large
amount may be rejected. Other approaches have used object
normals within the 3D scan data and 2D X-ray image data to
create correspondences [TLSP03], or have used B-splines to
define non-rigid transformations and then varying the control
points whilst applying correlation [RSH∗ 99].

4.4.2 Transform determination
Once a feature correspondence has been created, an optimization process must be followed in order to determine the
transformation. Quite often a simpler rigid body transformation is used to calculate the gross alignment between two
SORs (calculated globally), followed by an elastic transform
to create a finer match between corresponding points [ZA96,
BF03].
In many cases (e.g. [PSRP00]) the user will give an initial indication of correspondence and alignment of fiducial
marker(s) (sometimes called the known point method), and
then an iterative process will adjust parameters within a range
of translations and rotations around the initial estimate until
the best solution for the global rigid transformation is found.
Often hierarchical approaches are employed to simplify computation during the exploration of the parameter search space
[Bor88, RSH∗ 99, BF03].

4.4.1 Feature extraction and correspondence

Optical flow methods [BFB94] create a vector field indicating the correspondence between two SORs (i.e., the vector field indicates the direction and velocity that each voxel
should move with in order to reach its corresponding point).
Barron et al. [BFB94] give a good review of the various approaches for calculating the flow field.

The first step is to identify features in each SOR to be registered, and the second is to establish a correspondence between
those features. The very simplest techniques (and perhaps
most accurate), use markers introduced to the SOR. In comparing the various medical registration methods, researchers
refer to the use of (fiducial) markers as the ‘gold standard’
[PWL∗ 98], where known markers are physically introduced
to the scanned objects to help feature correspondence. Such
markers are chosen so that they can be identified accurately

Surface-based or segmentation-based methods rely on a
segmentation of the surface contained within the data (usually
into contour sets). A distance transform is used on one of the
contour sets, and then the distances covered by the other
contour are used to calculate the root-mean-square distance
between the two contour sets [Bor88]. This is minimized by
adjusting the translation and rotation between the contour sets
(rigid transformation). Hierarchical methods may be used to
increase convergence.
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In voxel similarity, mutual information or relative entropy
methods [SHH96], a 2D histogram is created where each
point (i, j) has the number of voxels that occur with value i
at a position in the first volume and value j at the same position in the second. Maximizing the values in the histogram
is equivalent to registering the two volumes. Studholme et
al. [SHH96] performed this optimization by using a multiresolution method to iterate through various translational and
rotational values. Fei et al. [BF03] optimized feature correspondence based on the volumetric information around the
features, and modelled the local transform using thin-plate
splines. Rueckert et al. [RSH*99] used a similar method to
find the global transform, and modelled the local transform
using B-splines.
In general, the best approach (in terms of speed and accuracy) is to determine the global rigid transform hierarchically using optimization. For the local elastic transform, a
parametric model (such as, B-splines or thin-plate splines) is
used, and then optimized until the approximating transform
is found.
4.5 Interactive manipulation
A small number of software systems have been developed
for interactive modelling of volume objects using procedural
tools and operators [WK95, GH91, AS96]. In particular, the
metaphor of sculpting and painting has been employed to manipulate volume objects, including both solids (e.g., marble
and wood) and soft objects (e.g., clay or wax-like sculptures).
For example, a sawing tool may be used to remove a large
piece of material from an object, while a heat gun may be
used to melt away soft materials on the object.
The use of sculpting metaphor for surface-based geometric modelling has been studied extensively (e.g., [Coq90,
Nay90, SPE∗ 90, SP86]). Galyean and Hughes [GH91] first
introduced this concept to interactive volume modelling. A
number of tools, which are also discretized, were developed,
including ‘toothpaste’ for adding voxels, ‘heat gun’ for melting away voxels, ‘sandpaper’ for smoothing an object by
wearing away the ridges and filling the valleys. [WK95] extended this approach to include ‘carving’ and ‘sawing’ tools.
Particular attention was paid to prevent the aliasing caused
by the sculpting process. [AS96] used a force feedback articulated arm to command volume sculpting tools, including
‘paint’, ‘melt’ ‘construct’, ‘burn’, ‘squirt’, ‘stamp’ and ‘airbrush’. [Bær98] proposed an octree-based approach to accelerate volume sculpting.
Recently, [RE00] proposed a hierarchical approach based
on the scalar tensor product uniform trivariate B-spline function. The sculpted object is evaluated as zero set of the sum
of the collection of the trivariate functions defined over a
3D working space, resulting in multi resolution control capabilities. The continuity of the sculpted object was governed
by the continuity of the trivariates. A collection of B-spline
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patches with arbitrary position, orientation and size was used
to represent the scalar filed. To sculpt the volume, user selects
the patch in which object is defined using a tool to modify the
scalar coefficients. More recently, [BC02] showed that using
level sets is beneficial for real-time manipulation of object.
5. Deforming Sampled Object Representations
In this survey, the term deformation refers to intended change
of geometric shape of an object under the control of some external influence such as a force. To facilitate the computation
of geometric changes, a deformable model normally has two
primary components, a data representation and an algorithm
based on a physical or mathematical concept. Applications of
deformation techniques include computer animation, object
modelling, computer-aided illustration, surgical simulation
and scientific visualization.
While deformation of SORs is our main focus here, we also
consider some techniques designed for AORs and HORs but
potentially applicable to SORs, in addition to those operating directly on SORs. The reason for including the former
category is to draw our attention to the need for technical
developments in the latter category, especially in areas of
physically-based deformation. Tables 2 and 3 list some of
the previous developments in this area (including those for
AORs and HORs), and their main technical characteristics.
After a summary of empirical deformable models (Table 2),
we briefly examine several major physically-based models
(Table 3). We then consider techniques for rendering deformation directly. Finally, we give an overview of deformation
techniques in the context of a particular application, namely
surgical simulation, where SOR deformation could potentially play a major role.
As shown in Table 3, physically-based models are usually
defined on mesh-based data representations. In some applications, such as surgical simulation, it has been common to add
analytical information (e.g., connectivity) to sampled data,
prior to the application of physically-based models. However,
recent research has demonstrated that meshless physicallybased models can also be used for deformation, and they
are particularly effective in coping with fracturing, liquid or
granular effects. In order to give a complete perspective of
SOR deformation, we have included many mesh-based deformation models used in a context that is strongly relevant
to SORs.
5.1 Empirical deformable models
Empirical deformable models are non-physically-based deformable models, which are designed to imitate physical behaviours of deformable objects with little or very limited
physics in their computation algorithms.
Since SORs contain limited geometrical and topological
information, one common approach is to associate a SOR
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Table 2: Summary of a collection of empirical deformable models.

Reference
[Bar84]
[Bar86]
[CBS96]
[Coq90]
[CR94]
[CSW∗ 03]
[CCC06a]
[FLW93]
[Gib97]
[GS00]
[HHK92]
[IDSC04]
[KY95]
[LKHW03]
[LW94]
[MTB03]
[NC99]
[PKKG03]
[RSSSG01]
[SP86]
[SP91]
[SS04]
[TM91]
[WMW86]
[WGG99]
[WS01]
[WW92b]

Data Representation

Computational Model

Generic solid models
Parametric/implicit surfaces
Implicit surface
Polygonal mesh
Polygonal mesh
Volume
Volume
Superquadrics
Volume grid
Volume
Rectangular mesh
Volume
Volume
Polygonal mesh
Curve, surface, solid
Volume
Rectangular mesh
Point-based
Volume
Generic solid
Implicit surface
Texture
Superquadrics
Implicit surface
Implicit surface
Texture
b-spline surface

Global/local deformation
Space warp
Swept objects
Free-form deformation
Free-form deformation
Spatial transfer function
Displacement map
Parametric model
Chainmail
Skeleton subspace deformation
b-spline-based FFD
Spatial transfer function
Ray deflectors
Level set
NURBS-based FFD
Procedural models
NURBS-based FFD
Free-form deformation
Gradient deformation
Free-form deformation
Deformation map
Skeleton subspace deformation
Parametric model
Procedural model
Procedural model
Free-form deformation
Parametric model

with a geometry-based control structure, which deforms upon
the input of a deformation specification and then transfers its
geometric changes to the SOR concerned.
Several traditional functional and parametric models mentioned in 2.2 have been applied to SOR deformation, which
include:

r

r

r
r
r

r

Application Context

Volume visualization/animation
Illustrative deformation/visualization

Volume animation
Splitting and explosion
Volume visualization

Volume visualization

Hardware-assisted rendering

Volume animation

fer functions [IDSC04, ISC07], and applying force to
move segments of a volume object apart [BG06].
applying feature-sensitive operations involving cuts,
peels and dissections to volume datasets in interactive
illustrative deformation [CCC06b].

applying global and local deformation [Bar84, Bar86] to
volume datasets through ray deflectors [KY95], spatial
transfer functions [CSW∗ 03] and more recently, displacement maps [CCC06a];

On the other hand, SORs are sometimes superimposed
upon surface or solid models to assist in deformation computation. For example, level sets were employed for deforming
surface-based objects [Whi04, LKHW03], and deformable
distance fields were used to estimate penetration depth for
elastic bodies [FL01].

applying free-form deformation [SP86] to volume
datasets through volume bounding boxes [CSW∗ 03],
and controlling skeleton-based volume deformation using parametric curves [WJ06];

An interesting development of empirical deformable models is the chain-mail algorithm [Gib97], which utilizes the
grid topology in a volume dataset to propagate displacement
as ‘messages’.

employing a collection of pre-defined procedural deformation specifications to segmented volume datasets in
interactive data exploration [MTB03];
transforming a volume dataset to an implicit model,
which is then used to facilitate parametric control for
deforming the volume dataset [HQ04];
applying splitting operations to volume datasets and hypertexture in a combinational manner using spatial trans-

In recent years, empirical deformable models have been
applied to point-based representations. These include freeform deformation [PKKG03], and haptic-texturing [HBS99].
5.2 Physically-based models
Although empirical models can be implemented in real-time
for very large datasets, accurate deformations cannot always
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Table 3: Summary of a collection of physically-based deformable models.

Reference

Data Representation

Computational Model

Application Context

[BAZT04]
[BC96]
[BS03a]
[BMW01]
[CB01]
[CD99]
[CZK98b]
[DCA99]
[DDCB01]
[Jon03]
[KCM00]
[KMH∗ 04]
[KWT87]
[MDM∗ 02]
[MKN∗ 04]
[MSVS03]
[MTG04]
[NT98]
[PDA03]
[PLDA00]
[PKA∗ 05]
[PW89]
[RRTP99]
[SBH∗ 00]
[TBHF03]
[TPBF87]
[WT04]
[WW90]
[XHW∗ 05]
[ZB05]

Dynamic models
Tetrahedral mesh
Spherical mesh
Triangular mesh
Long element mesh
Tetrahedral mesh
Triangular mesh
Tetrahedral mesh
Hierarchical tetrahedral mesh
Volume
Polyhedral mesh, NURBS
Point-based
2D curves on images
Tetrahedral mesh
Point-based
Tetrahedral mesh
Hexahedral mesh
Triangular mesh
Tetrahedral mesh
Tetrahedral mesh
Point-based
Generic solid
Unstructured surface mesh
Rectangular mesh
Triangular mesh
Curve, surface, solid
Triangular/tetrahedral mesh
Generic solid
Rectangular mesh
Point-based and distance field

Finite element
Finite element
Radial element method
Mass spring
Finite element
Finite element
Mass-spring, finite element
Finite element and tensor mass
‘Explicit’ finite element
Finite differences
Mass spring, finite element
Finite element (linear elasticity)
Energy minimizing snakes
Finite element
Finite element (linear elasticity)
Mass spring
Finite element
Mass spring
Finite element
Finite element
Element-free Galerkin method
Finite element
Mass spring
Finite element
Finite volume
Elasticity
Finite element
Low degree-of-freedom
Finite element
Particle-in-cell method

Shape recognition in 2D images
Surgical simulation
Surgical simulation
Soft tissue simulation
Surgical simulation
Real time surgical simulation

be realized, especially in emulating physical responses to an
input force. For this reason, there have been many physicallybased models proposed for deformation.
As shown in Table 3, almost all physically-based models
are associated with a mesh data representation, typically with
triangular or rectangular elements for surfaces and tetrahedral or hexahedral elements for solids or volumes. In most
applications involving SORs, such data representations can
be extracted or reconstructed from SORs using the techniques
discussed in Section 4. They can be coupled with SORs and
act as the control structure for SOR deformation.
Typical physically-based models include continuum mechanics, mass-spring systems, particle systems, smoothed
particle hydrodynamics and fluid dynamics. In these models,
a deformed object is essentially a function of the forces acting
on the material properties of the original object. Deformation is computed by finding solution to the equilibrium state
of energy functionals. Finite difference, finite element and
finite volume methods are commonly used to obtain approximate solutions of mesh-based partial differential equations

Surgical simulation
Real-time deformation
Ice melting
Surgical simulation
Collision handling
Real-time deformation
Surgical simulation

Liver laparoscopic, haptic
Laparoscopic surgical simulation
Fracture simulation
Surgical simulation
Laparoscopic surgical simulation
Skeletal muscle simulation
Soft tissue simulation
Heart modelling
Granular objects and liquids

found in the Lagrangian formulation of motion in continuum
mechanics.
For mesh-centered physically-based deformable models,
readers are especially encouraged to consult several important surveys, including those mentioned in 2.2, and in particular and the recent Eurographics State-of-the-Art Report by
[NMK∗ 06]. To maintain a certain degree of self-containment
of this survey, we briefly describe several commonly used
approaches to physically-based deformation.

r

Mass-spring Models—In these models, an object is approximated as a finite mesh of points. The mechanics
of deformation is defined as coupled ordinary differential equations, which specifies equilibrium at the mesh
points. Vertices are adopted as nodes in a mass-spring
model, which are connected via springs to their neighbors. An initial condition can be assigned to each vertex
and the internal force acting on a vertex is calculated
based upon its local neighbors. This force is then used to
calculate vertex motion using Newton’s law of motion.
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Finite Element Methods (FEM)—Unlike mass-spring
models, where the equilibrium equation is discretized and
solved at finite mass points, the FEM system is discretized
by representing the desired function within each element
(e.g., line, triangular, quadrilateral, tetrahedral and hexahedral elements), as a finite sum of element-specific interpolation functions. FEM is used extensively in computer
graphics for deformation (e.g., [PW89, BC96]). In computational science, FEM is normally used in conjunction
with a non-linear elasticity model, while it is common in
computer graphics to employ a reduced linear model as
discussed below.
Low Degree-of-freedom Models—For many applications, such as surgical simulations and interactive modelling, real-time solutions are necessary. This class of
models are designed to reduce the computational costs
of above-mentioned physically-based models. For example, one may use a system of equations that are
linearly independent [SPE∗ 90], have a restricted class
of deformation functions [WW90], use iterative solutions for the first-order differential equation of deformation [BBC∗ 94], preprocessing non-linearity in high-order
differential models [CD99] and linear elasticity theory
[MG04, KMH∗ 04].

Point-based data representations are becoming a popular
alternative to mesh-based representations in computer graphics. As SORs, they lack in the topological connectivity necessary for the application of most physically-based deformation
models. One can either superimpose a mesh structure over a
point set to create an HOR, or define neighbour-hood using
an approximation, such as moving least squares [MKN∗ 04,
KMH∗ 04, MHTG05]. The latter is referred to as meshless or
mesh-free deformation.
5.3 Rendering deformation
Traditionally, deformation is performed at the modelling
stage, which results in an explicit deformed object to be forwarded to the rendering stage. It is often desirable to couple
the modelling and rendering of deformation together to facilitate interactive deformation or reduce the needs for generating explicit deformed objects at each time step. This approach is particularly effective when deformation rendering
is accelerated by using modern graphics cards. The major
developments in this area include:

r

r

r

r

r

r

volume objects in a volume scene graph. Deformation,
which can be specified in a hierarchical manner, is realized during the rendering of the scene graph. The concept
was deployed for volume visualization, free-form deformation, image-swept volumes, volume and hypertexture splitting, and volume animation [CSW∗ 03, IDSC04,
ISC07].
Correa et al. [CCC06a] employed 3D displacement
maps as a means for complex illustrative deformation.
They generalized the traditional notion of displacement
maps to accommodate discontinuous, non-orthogonal
and large deformations, and provided a real-time implementation using 3D texture mapping hardware. In addition, they further introduced two feature-aligned methods
[CCC06b], which enables users to specify deformation
accurately and interactively.
Westermann and Salama [WS01] utilized 3D texture
mapping hardware to achieve interactive deformation
of volume datasets. Coupled with backward distortion
of 3D texture coordinates, deformation is realized using deformed textures during rendering. Rezk-Salama
et al. [RSSSG01] used GPU, coupled with edge and face
constraints, to facilitate the adaptive subdivision of piecewise patches of a volume object. Georgii and Westermann
[GW06] employed a multi-grid approach to achieve realtime simulation and rendering of deformation on a desktop computer.
Singh and Silver [SSC03] used a proxy geometry to specify manipulation about joints in the volume. Deformation
about the joints is achieved with the mid-plane geometry.
Bounding boxes are used which can then be moved and
rendered with the texture mapping hardware (see also
6.2).
Müller et al. published a series of work on hardwareassisted deformation [MDM∗ 02, MST∗ 04, MG04,
MTG04]. They integrated both a plasticity and a fracture model into the pseudo-linear computation of elastic forces. A multi-resolution approach was adopted to
simulate object deformation in real time. In their recent
work [MKN∗ 04, MHTG05], a meshless approach was
employed to deform point-based representations in conjunction with moving least squares approximation.

5.4 Deformable models in surgical simulation

Kurzion and Yagel [KY95, YK97] introduced the concept ray-deflector of for deforming volume datasets during the rendering stage by deforming viewing rays using
linear or non-linear deflectors. In addition to traditional
geometric transformation, there are deflectors designed
to split and see through external surfaces of a volume
object.

In surgery simulation and training, deformable models are
required for collision detection, rendering and haptics simulation. When the user interacts through a virtual tool, forces
applied to the model produce a deformation, described as a
set of displacements of the underlying geometry, and they
generate internal forces and vibrations which are fed back to
the user as haptic stimuli.

Chen et al. [CSW∗ 03] developed the concept of spatial
transfer functions which enable deformation defined as

Although non-physical models, such as 3D ChainMail [Gib97] and free form deformation [SP86], are
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computationally inexpensive, physically-based models are
the dominant paradigm because of their accuracy. These include mass-spring models [CZK98a, MSVS03] and FEM.
Of these two, the latter is more common, because it is more
accurate and can accommodate different material properties
through a small number of parameters. Furthermore, the focus of most surgical simulation systems is a simulation on
localized regions, which FEM can handle properly (i.e., no
need to simulate large displacements).
FEM, however, is computationally expensive for real-time
simulation, since it requires solving large partial differential equations (PDEs). Techniques for achieving real-time
finite element simulation can be classified into two categories: those that simplify the mathematics, and those that
speed-up the solution algorithms. In the former category we
find approaches that simplify the modeling of elastic tissue using linear models [ZCK98, BC96]. Linear elasticity
is often preferred because it reduces the problem to a linear equation that can be solved quickly by pre-computing
the inverse of the stiffness matrix. However, linear elasticity only is accurate for small deformations. Large deformations, such as global rotations, usually result in an unrealistic volume growth of the model. For this reason, different techniques have been proposed to handle large deformations, such as warping of the stiffness matrix [MDM∗ 02] and
quasi non-linear deformation [CD99]. Zhuang and Canny
propose real-time deformation using non-linear elasticity
[ZC01]. In surgery simulation, the problem is often described as a dynamic problem. Alternatively, the problem
can be reduced to a static problem, which ignores body
forces, inertia and energy dissipation. BroNielsen proposed
this simplification for surgery simulation for obtaining realtime response [BC96]. However, loss of dynamics may affect the realism of the simulation and static systems are
mostly used in surgery planning, where the desired solution
is the equilibrium state of the deformable model after being subjected to forces, with no interest in the intermediate
states.
The second category for real-time deformation includes
techniques for speeding up the solution of the resulting equations. BroNielsen and Cotin proposed a technique based on
condensation [BC96], which reduces the size of the PDE
to be solved by ignoring the internal finite elements in the
computation. They also proposed explicit integration over
implicit integration for its reduced computation time and
memory requirements. However, explicit integration leads to
instability for large time steps. Another possibility for speedup is the use of multi-resolution techniques, as suggested
by Debunne et al. [DDCB01] and Wu [WDGT01]. Wu and
Tendick propose a multi-grid integration scheme [WT04] to
solve non-linear deformations in real-time. Real-time deformation has also been possible with increased computation capabilities, such as parallel processing and specialized
hardware [SBH∗ 00, FTBS01] and implementation of matrix
solvers on GPUs [BFGS03].
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A challenge in surgical simulation that prevents extensive
use of pre-computed quantities in FEM is real-time cutting.
Pre-computation of the stiffness matrix and applied forces
forbids topology changes in the mesh, required for simulating
cutting. Cotin et al. [CD99] propose a hybrid approach for
real-time cutting that uses a static model in regions that do not
require topology changes and a dynamic model for a limited
region where cutting and tearing is needed.
Other approaches to surgery simulation include tensormass models [DCA99, PDA03], long elements methods (LEM) [CB01], later extended to radial elements
method (REM) [BS03a], and finite volume methods (FVM)
[TBHF03]. Although they differ from FEM, these methods
follow the same idea: the sampling of the continuum into elements and the integration of forces and displacements based
on the material properties of those elements. Further details
of these approaches can be found in [LTCK03].

6. Animating Sampled Object Representations
Computer animation refers to the simulation of motion and
deformation of objects or figures. While simple rigid-body
movements can be achieved by rotation or translations, more
complicated animation that involves the movements of articulated figures requires more sophisticated representation
schemes and control mechanisms. Object representations that
are commonly used in animation usually facilitate at least G0
geometric continuity in object descriptions, as well as controls of motion and deformation via parameters or controlpoints. These include contour-based figures in 2D cartoon
animation, and 3D articulated animation. For instance, in 3D
computer animation, digital characters are commonly represented by articulated figures which ‘are hierarchical structures composed of a set of rigid links that are connected at
rotary joints’ [HB03].
However, when a digital character is captured in a SOR,
the much desirable geometrical, topological and semantic information is not available for animating the digital character.
There are so far only a few pieces of research that have been
reported in the literatures. In this section, we first examine
techniques for animating 2D digital characters in images.
This is followed by discussions on the animation (and movement) of 3D volumetric objects.

6.1 Animating digital characters in images
In the studio production of digital composition, image quality plays a critical role. There are really two aspects here:
animating digital characters which are images of fixed resolution and the resolution of the composite images which are
the final product.
The demand for high-resolution raises the memory loading. Froumentin et al. [FLW00] developed a 2.5D rendering
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Figure 2: 2D SORs can be deformed and animated using a
2.5D rendering and composition system.
and composition system for animating image-based digital
character. Basically, their method is based on image compositing using either 2D geometric shapes or raster images
as input primitives. The resolution of the final image is virtually unlimited.
Traditional interpolation methods will blur the sharpness
of edges and degrade the quality of texture features, especially the tiny texture features under warping and morphing
operations. That is, visual flaws can become noticeable when
part of an image that represents a digital character is under deformation. Thus, they develop a continuous model for such
image-based characters, which maintains the sharpness of
edges and the smoothness of flat areas. As demonstrated by
Froumentin et al. in [FLW00], snakes can be used to define
edges independently of the pixel resolution. Their snakes in
fact pass ‘through’ pixels and precisely where is determined
by the image data itself. As photographic images seldom have
areas of constant color (unlike cartoons), they segment the
image on texture. It is these areas of constant texture which
are then bounded by closed snake curves.
As shown in Figure 2, this representation of the goose
maintains the edge information well and thus the composition
quality is maintained, even when the required output is at
much higher resolution than the raw image data (right).
The previous method requires some user-intervention to
identify the areas of constant texture. In an alternative approach, Su and Willis [SW04] have investigated using image
interpolation techniques to represent an image at any resolution, independent of the original sampling rate. They again
note that edges are important visually and so these should
be retained when resampling an image. Each group of four
pixels is tested, on the assumption that an edge passes between them. If so, one pixel value will be an outlier and the

edge can be presumed to pass between it and its companions.
Rather than examine the edge further, they use a single extra
bit to indicate which diagonal is closest to the direction of
this edge. As this is a very local test, they then run over these
bits and complement any bit which is not in the majority of
those around it, in effect extending the edge determination to
an area of four by four pixels. These diagonals, in conjunction with the four surrounding pixels, create a triangulation
of the entire image. Simple bilinear interpolation within any
triangle gives the value at any required point. To resample
an image, the new sampling grid is logically placed over the
triangulated image and the point values calculated. As this
is equivalent to Gouraud shading, this can be done in realtime on proprietary graphics cards but is in any case simple
enough to be fast in any implementation. The samples can
of course be rotated if the image required is a rotated one;
or be non-uniformly placed, if a warped image is wanted.
The resulting images are visually as good as more complex
methods.
The above image interpolation method was also used in the
Quasi-3D animation system of Qi and Willis [QW03], which
builds on the mentioned work from Labrosse, Froumentin in
their earlier work with Willis. Traditional cartoon animation
uses a stack of painted cels, with the layer ordering determining visibility. Each sack is photographed to make one
frame of animation, then one or more elements are changed
and a new frame photographed. Qi and Willis extended this
approach for computer use. In their system, every cell is a
digital image. They retain the layering but permit the cels to
be anywhere in 3D. This includes intersecting cels. Each cel
can be animated, independently lit from front and behind, and
moved around in 3D. As a result of this freedom of layout, the
user has more scope to construct the animated world. Conventional pixel images are supported, when the system has some
parallel with imposters in virtual reality. However, they can
also use the interpolated images of Su and Willis, meaning
that the rendering quality is automatically adjusted to that of
the final image. Moreover, the ability to light each cel from
front and back extends the visual effects possible. Finally,
they use the beta channel color model [Odd91], which permits multi-layer transparency, color blending and front and
back lighting, of a realism not possible with alpha channel.
In-between frames are calculated semi-automatically in
traditional animation productions. However, in motion capture systems [BLCD02], undesirable visual artefacts can be
introduced by in-between frames.
The main idea in a motion capture cartoon system is to
parameterize cartoon motion with a combination of affinetransformations and key-weight vectors. Thus, the solution
to the problem of inconsistent in-between frames is to construct the extended linear space for every combination of
hand-picked key-shapes and then generate mean-shapes in
between key-shapes, by solving the affine matrix and weight
coefficients.
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6.2 Block-based volume animation
The work in volume animation is focused on repositioning
an acquired volumetric model into a new pose, for example, making the visible man dataset sit or walk. Most of the
techniques below do not model deformations, that is, only
the voxels are moving and the muscles are not deforming.
Clearly, for large movements, breakage could occur at joints.
Furthermore, since now a volume is available, the issue of
how and which internal structures of the volume move about
a particular joint is a difficult problem. Below is a summary of
the methods which utilized block-like bounds to group parts
of the volume together for manipulation:

r

r

r

r

Wu and Prakash [WP00] first proposed a block-based
approach for controlling the motion of the visible man
dataset. The volumetric representation is first dissected
into blocks of voxels, each representing a major segment
of the digital character. For each movement, the deformation of the block structure is computed using the finite element method. Each deformed block is then revoxelized using 3D texture mapping. The combination
of these re-voxelized blocks represents the motion of the
digital character at each time step.
Chen, Silver and others [CSW∗ 03] employed the concepts of spatial transfer function and constructive volume
geometry to achieve the block-based animation without
the need for re-voxelization at each time step.
Singh and Silver [SSC03, SS04] also decomposed a volume into blocks in order to animate a digital characters in
volume datasets. The blocks were used in conjunction to
a skeleton. This enabled real-time manipulations along
the IK-skeleton since each block could be transformed
and rendered using the texture memory. The blocks were
stretched about the joints to prevent breaking.
Islam et al. [IDSC04] further developed this approach
by incorporating volume splitting into the deformation,
facilitating an animation series with motion and explosion They have also studied the scalability of animation
modeling and rendering in terms of the number of blocks
used.

6.3 Skeleton-based volume animation
In conventional 3D computer animation, digital characters
are animated using a ‘skeleton’, which is a stick figure representation of the object. The animator first creates a skeleton
of the model (called IK skeleton) and then binds the polygons
to the skeleton. The skeleton can then be manipulated or animated to cause the corresponding movement in the model
using key framing, inverse kinematics or motion capture. This
process is adopted by many commercial animation packages.
Gagvani and Silver [GS99, GS00, GS01] developed a
methodology for animating volumetric models similar to the
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process used for surface polygonal models. This process includes three steps:
1. skeletonization and attachment of volume to skeleton,
2. modification or manipulation of the skeleton and
3. reconstruction of the volume and rendering.
In this process, a new volume is created for each manipulation of the skeleton, similar to a key-frame process. The
first step is to skeletonize a volumetric representation of an
object to be animated and to choose bones/joints to form
the IK skeleton. The IK skeleton can be computed using a
skeletonization algorithm (described in 4.1.3). In [GS00] a
thinning procedure is used to first thin the volume based upon
the distance field and then the animator chooses joints and
bones. While the joints and bones (IK skeleton) are used for
animation, the ‘thinned volume’ is used to reconstruct the
volume in the final step. Because a volume is available, the
IK-skeleton can either be ‘centered’ within the volume as
in traditional computer graphics, or can lie along the actual
skeleton of the volume if one is available (as in the case of a
human, or an animal).
The IK-skeleton is then manipulated. This can be done
in any animation package such as Character Studio [Dis02],
or Maya [Ali02] by applying standard animation techniques
such as key-framing, inverse kinematics or even motion capture. Transformations are applied to the IK-skeleton, which
in turn specifies the transformation on the ‘thinned volume’.
Each of the voxels in the thin volume has an associated distance field, which specifies a solid sphere of texture centered
at that voxel. The volumetric object is reconstructed by scanfilling the solid spheres about the transformed joint while
inversely mapping into the original volume for correct sample values. The deformation about the joints is an empirical
solution based upon kinematics. The spheres act as uncoupled volume particles. When a sufficient number of spheres
are placed about the joints, breakage at joints will not occur
and a smooth deformation can be achieved [GS01].
An example of the visible man jumping rope is shown in
Figure 3. Each frame is created by mapping motion-capture
data (a jump-rope sequence) to an IK-skeleton of the visible
man and reconstructing a volume around each key frame.
Thus each frame is a new 3D volume in the new pose. Once
the volume is created, it can be rendered with standard volume
rendering algorithms. Because a new volume is created, it is
available to be used in any application that takes a 3D volume
as input.
7. Conclusions
In this state-of-the-art report, we have examined a technical challenge for deforming and animating SORs. We have
outlined the overall scope for this challenge and examined
a family of methods and techniques that have been developed for manipulating, deforming and animating SORs. In
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Figure 3: Animating the Visible Man dataset with complex movements using a skeleton-based approach [GS 01].
Table 4: Summary of the volumes of published work on techniques
for manipulating, deforming and animating SORs, AORs and HORs.

Techniques
Manipulation
Deformation
(Empirical)
(Physical)
Animation

AORs and HORs

SORs

Relatively small

Very large

Reasonably large
Relatively large
Very large

Comparable
Very small
Very small

comparison with AORs and HORs, we have observed a significant imbalance between techniques developed for these
two types of data representations, as summarized in Table 4.
In general, techniques for manipulating SORs have
reached a relatively mature status, with many well-studied
technical problems and solutions. Techniques for deforming SORs still rely heavily on those originally developed
for surface and solid object representations. However, recent
advances in meshless deformation techniques, as well as in
close coupling of deformation and rendering of SORs, have
opened an exciting new frontier. In terms of animating SORs,
although there are several major breakthroughs, the overall
effort made in this area is so far limited.

do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science
Foundation.
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